This handbook is designed to help you Shift Perceptions, Transform your Life into a river of Ease and Simplicity, breathe more Passion
into your Experiences, and realize how simple everything can be, by allowing a Natural Flow of Grace and Ease. It is intended, that by
the end of reading it, you assume your Beingness, in a Realm of Ease, Grace, Fulfillment, Simplicity, Passion and Mastery
This document is also given to you before a Counseling Session, so that you may feel into it and be ready with the best questions. In
these sessions, I ask you not to think too much and simply feel, what are the questions that come from your heart? What are the
questions to which the answers will serve your self-realization the most?
The purpose of the handbook is to mold the clay in your awareness and in your senses. The writings in this document are intended
not to get the mental and intellectual understanding of it, but to integrate the feeling, the essence. This is a compilationof different
‘awarenesses’, to which the concept and the core essence are the same, yet it will be explored from various different perspectives. This
allows not only for you to relax into your Knowingness, but also to integrate the essence, beyond just the simple mental and
intellectual understanding of the concepts that are written about here.
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1. Introduction – One Day in Enlightened Gardens

Let's make up a story. Let's say I had a past lifetime, in which I was named Humi. I was a legendary wizard, part of
the Royal Court of Enlightenment in a Fabulous Kingdom. This place was like a Majestic Fantasy, from the
architecture to the vegetation. We had fruits and vegetables of an extremely radiant color and vitality. We had
Magnificent Gardens, with flowers that were singing. There were all kinds of Magical Beings you could talk to and
play with.
Each step in these gardens was Ecstatic Bliss, everything reminding of the simple Beauty of Existence. Every being
smiling and talking to you... I could stay entire days in these gardens. With such beauty upon my senses, how could
I not be thrilled, and blissful at the simple idea of existing? How could I not drink deeply of every single moment, in
such an ecstatic sensual experience?
During the time spent in these gardens, I had written my own 'Book of Wisdom', in an Ancient Asian Dialect
unknown to this day, in which I talked about the Simplicity of Living as a Wizard, living in a Magical State of
Consciousness. I wrote of the Simplicity of Assuming my own Reality. I wrote about distilling every parts of life into
the least amount of efforts, and the highest efficiency, about how simple everything is.
One day, a strange man named Heïu crossed my path, and saw me smiling at him, as I walked thegarden. "Hey
you!", he said, as I replied "Who, me?". "Yes of course you, who else could I be talking to?". He probably didn't sense
the presence of the fairies and the elves in the garden, I believed this was the reason he said that.
"How can I help you strange man?" - "You seem to be quite pleased walking in these woods. How can you not feel
bad when you see all the suffering there is in this world?" - "Which woods are you referring to, I asked, these are
the most magnificent gardens in the entire world. Look at these colors, this majestic radiance! How can these
earthly matters tickle your mind when such beauty is caressing your senses?"
The strange men looked at me as if I was delusional, scratched his head wondering how could such craziness be.
And I then felt into his energies... and I saw, the dark forest he lived in. I felt compassion for him... felt on a Soul
Level. Because I knew it could be different if he allowed himself to be the creator. I didn't feel sorry, as I knew we
all have Full Responsibility as Creators.
Yet out of this Sense of Compassion, I handed my Book of Wisdom to him. He perceived it of course, translated into
a language he could understand in his reality, since it appeared we both existed in different realms. As he read the
first sentence of the book, I saw the most magnificent flower I had ever seen grow in his dark forest. Thrilled with
joy was I to witness such a thing.
I then smiled one last time to the strange men, and walked away... in the realization that there has never been
anything absolute in Existence. I walked on... in the Ecstatic Knowingness of what it truly meant to be a Creator. I
walked on, in the Blissful Awareness, that anything I assume to be true becomes what the energies align to in my
reality.
And from this moment forward, that Knowingness has never left me, and forever I remained in an Experiential
Adventurous Sensual state of being. Forever assuming my Beingness, in a Realm of Ease, Grace, Fulfillment,
Simplicity, Passion and Mastery ~

2. A Spiritual Mission?
Before I get deep into the teachings, allow me to begin with this and
clear out some misconceptions that are common amongst
Lightworkers and Spiritualists. Nothing is expected of you in order to
be successful. It is not about one specific mission or life purpose, it is
about what You Desire for Your Life. What do you expect of yourself?
What path would make you feel the most fulfilled? As you come back to
the realization that you already know everything you need to know,
already have all the answers, already have that Sense of Clarity,
Knowingness, Intuition... you are capable to come back to your senses.
No external source of guidance such as horoscopes, numerology, tarot cards, psychic readings… (etc.) can give you
what only your Sense of Knowingness has. No one else can make any decision for you. Even further, no one else
could ever have to right to tell you who you are, what you are about, nor make any decision in your place. No one
can tell you your "life purpose", and if they do they are violating the Law of Free Will. You have to choose for
yourself what you desire to do in Your Life, how you choose to Define Yourself, and what you want to be about.
There is in fact... no specific purpose or mission for us as we are totally sovereign beings. It is up to us to do
whatever makes us enjoy life the most. I see so many talking about service to god or service to the rest of the
world, but they are not talking from the perspective of a Sovereign Master, they are talking from the perspective of
a servant and obligated service. I am in service, but I am not obligated to it as I am a sovereign being. I have no
higher entity telling me that I have a mission to accomplish in its name, or for the benefit of all. I am in service
because I like doing it, and not because I am obligated to anything. Whatever we choose to do, it is always best to
do from a stand-point of sovereignty and not obligation or servitude.

3. Creating everybody else’s reality?
A lot of people will not like external interference in their reality. Sure a lot of
us like and want to make everything pretty for everybody else, however it is
our responsibility to create our own reality and live by example. It would
only mean to be righteous and interfere with the natural order of free will if
we tried to interfere in other people's reality.
Each and every human being is responsible for their individual reality, and it
is not our responsibility to create a reality for everybody else. We all are the
creators of our individual realities, and we should never try to create the
reality of others, because all beings are sovereign and have the free will to be
the creators of their own reality. It is not our responsibility, however for very
strange reasons, humans like to take responsibility for butterflies flapping
their wings on the other side of the planet. Most people who try to create a
reality for the rest of the world do not even know how to create one for
themselves.
We've all been at this point trying to make everything pretty for everyone else, and we forgot how to be the
creators of our own lives. We forgot how to create our own happiness and fulfillment. This is a common
misconception amongst Lightworkers, religions and Spiritualists that we should put everyone else first and
ourselves last. In this way, everyone believes we are good persons if we are poor, and give all we have to
everybody else, if we don't have much time for ourselves yet keep giving it to others in need of help. Yet that is a
hypnotic belief that came from mass-consciousness, and those are energetically self-depleting causes.
In other words, do not focus on what will change the world, focus on what can change your life and provide you
Fulfillment. Sure when you have enough for yourself you can share, but do not engage in energetically selfdepleting causes. Never place anything before you, you are Your Own Priority. Because… if everyone became their
own priority, they would take care of themselves and wouldn't be waiting for anyone else to take care of them.

17. Simply assume… and Reality will match your Assumptions
As you take back control of your life as a creator, you will have the ability to
transform the way you feel, the way you perceive things, and create selffulfilling prophecies as to how you desire your life to unfold. When you know
yourself as The Creator, you can no longer hold external sources responsible
and point the finger of blame, the best you can do is Master-up and take back
control of your life.
When you assume, blindly, with trust, that you are doing everything
perfectly... without doubt, without question, this is therefore what occurs as
the energies always line up to serve you, and what you choose in your
assumptions. Up until now, most have assumed that there must be
something wrong with them, or that they may be doing something wrong.
This is therefore what they attract as the energies always serve the way we
feel and whatever we choose in our assumptions.
You assume yourself to be a Master, and that everything will respond to you accordingly, you assume that
everything will serve you as A Master, well then, therefore it will. You assume all energy in your body, are here to
serve your Enlightenment, and therefore that is what will happen. Anything that was painful emotionally or
physically begins to serve you sweetly, suddenly... all of these energies shift and realign, and suddenly, none of
these are painful anymore.
When you assume that 100% of the energies are here to serve you; that all experiences are here to serve your
Enlightenment, this is the Reality you will be experiencing. It is not about shaving some 'wrongness' off of
anything, we're here to assume all of it, is here to serve you. Because if you still believe there is 5% of wrongness in
any of your experiences, you're gonna continue attracting some of those painful energies, which you are in fact
capable to completely go beyond.
If you blindly and completely assume that everything serves you sweetly as a Master, everything serves your
Enlightenment, if you assume that you always have Free Energy provided for your Health, your Abundance, your
Vitality... this is exactly what you're going to get. And we are here to assume everything, to ensure that you no
longer attract any of these old painful experiences; because it absolutely doesn't have to be.
Many talk about creating the 'best version' of themselves... but we are here to realize the Enlightenment of the
Master within us, and not for human betterment. There is no need to try to perfect our human self while it is
already pure and perfect, regardless of any flaws (which are in fact a beautiful thing). It is more about a matter of
self-acceptance, and self-love in this area.
You do not need to limit yourself in order to fit other people's expectations of you. Allow yourself to be outrageous,
to enjoy life and drink deeply of each experiences. Allow yourself anything you desire without holding back or
without any guilt about it. You are a Divine Being and your Existence as such is ineffable, regardless of anything
anyone would ever tell you about it.
Realize that you already are the most Magnificent Version of your Being, and
therefore all energies will react accordingly. All energies will shift and realign
themselves, to show you the reality which you have chosen as real in your
assumptions. It will bring your Enlightened Self to the surface, this part of you that
was always there just waiting to be felt and experienced (but which did not come
to better something that was already perfect). This part of you knows no limitation,
no illness, no tiredness, no struggle… this part of you always radiates Absolute
Fulfillment, has realized it already has everything it needs, and knows everything it
needs.
While this experience unfolds, you still are the Human, with its flaws and
limitations, yet you experience being the Embodied Master at the same time. It is
no longer about a limited state of being, one single act in a focused reality, but the
act of the many in multiple states of existence. No longer the breath of a lonely
human, but the breath of the Human and the Master, acting together, and dreaming
in unison, dreaming forth many realities into existence.
And with all of this... you simply take a deep breath, and you assume. You assume
that you already Know all this, that you already have integrated it, that everything
has been perfectly re-aligned in your awareness, and therefore it simply will be.
You simply take a deep breath, and you assume... That All is Well in All of Your Creation.

20. Going beyond the need for purpose
Existence in itself doesn't require purpose, except
maybe... simply for the experience of it. The idea to
remember in all of this, is that anything in this reality
doesn't really matter, as all is well in all of creation.
We were hypnotically lead to believe everything
mattered... "it has to matter otherwise our existence is
for nothing" anyone would say, but still, existence
doesn't need purpose beyond the simple experience
of it.
There are no right / wrong / good / bad choices, or experiences, or ways to perceive reality... it all comes down to
the openness of our perception, and how seriously / personally we take the experience. Ultimately, perceiving
ourselves as "un-masterful", believing we make bad choices, or believing we are not 'good enough' to have what
we desire, is what creates the experiences of lack, limitation, and what humans may perceive as "bad experiences".
Why not assuming yourself as always doing everything perfectly, always making enlightened choices? Confidence,
Absolute Trust in Self is what creates the changes in circumstances and life situations. You Are Consciousness.
Energy responds to Consciousness. Whatever you act is what you become, in this Planetary Cosmic Theatrical Play.
Therefore... why not have Absolute Trust in Self, knowing everything always works out perfectly, knowing nothing
truly matters anyway, knowing that All is Well in All of Creation...?
So Act the Enlightened Master who knows that (s)he knows, the Master that takes that Sword of Responsibility out
from the stone, the Master that Knows everything (s)he does always works out perfectly, that Knows everything
always serves him/her, that Knows every choice (s)he makes is a Perfectly Enlightened One. The Master that isn't
afraid of Completion, Fulfillment... the Master that isn't afraid of not being good enough. The Master that isn't
afraid to let go of all the goals, needs and desires... and realize that everything is in fact already here. Everything
you always wanted, desired and sought for is already here, granted to you, by you.
Go beyond the mind, and feel into your Sense of Fulfillment.
Allow the Natural Process, and be the God that You Are.

21. Time to let go of the need for lessons
Let's be done with any lessons now. You aren't here to have
lessons, that was just a self-inflicted belief system. You are here
to experience life on earth as a human being, integrate it, embody
it, and bring the experience back with you on the other side.
The need for lessons is in a way... a sort of self-punishment.
Something that says... "There are still things I don't know... I must
inflict myself with punishments until I have learned everything I
need to know...".
Your Sense of Knowingness already has access to anything that it
needs to know, if you just allowed yourself to go beyond the mind
and the thoughts, and simply sense into it. The human part of you
believes that it needs lessons, because it thinks there is always
more to learn, but there isn't.
The Sense of Knowingness, already knows everything that it needs to know. It doesn't store data, information, facts
and figures. It doesn't know, until it needs to know. And when it needs it, then it's just there. There is no need for
any lesson, for the Sense of Knowingness to have access to what it needs to know. It already knows that it knows.
You Know that You Know.

45. How do I know if I am on the right track?
On your experience of Realization, you will realize that there is no right or wrong track. You are the path and everything
flows through you. If you are the path, then how can you get off of yourself? Your Realization is already here from the
moment this is what you have chosen to experience. Now, it can simply be a matter of relaxing into it and letting the
experience glide in. Letting everything flow through you Easily, Gracefully, with Simplicity. Without struggling, efforting,
or working at it. Simply relaxing into the Knowingness that it is a Natural Process which is occurring right now, without
the need for you to interfere with it, or try to mentally figure it out.
Now, it is more about going beyond steps; it is about choosing to have the Realization of your Embodied Enlightenment
right now. There has been many different definitions for the word "Enlightenment", that is why I would prefer to call
this 'Realization', which simply is about coming back to your senses. Not the 5 linear human senses, but your Divine
Senses, which are actually different ways to sense, perceive and experience Your Reality.
I see many talking about what they call a "Higher Self", yet I am not a big fan of such a concept, because it would imply
that there is a hierarchy of importance factor within the Wholeness of your Being. Which is why, I prefer to refer to this
as "The Master Facet".
The Master simply is one of the many characters within the 'Act of your Consciousness'. A side of the Multi-Faceted
Diamond Consciousness that you are. The Master is one who isn't touched by the many human problems and dilemmas.
Because within itself, it Knows that it already Knows everything that it needs to Know, it already has absolutely
everything that it needs. It already has pulled out the Sword of Responsibility, and owns its Beingness in a Realm of
Ease, Grace, Fulfillment, Simplicity, Passion and Mastery.
You cannot go from being human, to being a Master. You will be both at the same time. You will have the awareness of
the human living within the mesmerizing graphic of this 'human reality', yet you will also have the awareness of the
Master which is living in its state of Fulfillment, Joy of Being, and Appreciation for its own Existence.
In order to realize the Master, I wouldn't try to let go of the human thoughts, or try to remove what many call "ego", the
Earthly Facet and Personality of my Being. I would rather relax into the Knowingness that the Master Facet is already
here.
There is therefore no course that needs to be taken, no mantra that
needs to be whispered, no "higher self activation" and no ceremony
that needs to be done... it simply is about Relaxing into your Senses,
relaxing into the Sweet and Silent Awareness. And again, there is no
work needed to realize this, simply relax into the fact that it is already
done, that you already are Here as the Master.
However, do not focus on the words, the thoughts, and the linear
human and mental understanding of all this. Simply Sense the Essence.
Distilling this as Pure Liquid Wisdom that you pour into the Chalice of
your Consciousness (to create somewhat of a graphic picture).
And let's go quantum on this. Do not question yourself as to how you
are going to integrate the Essence, simply Relax into the Awareness that
it is indeed already integrated.
Take responsibility, Master-Up, and assume your Beingness in a Realm
of Ease, Grace, Fulfillment, Simplicity, Passion and Mastery. As you Own
this Truth, it simply will be so without the need for any Hocus Pocus.
And yes, I may provide potential answers, yet every answer you are
looking for are the ones which you prefer to own as Your Truth.

With many Blessings and Warm Wishes
Amu

